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The ruling astrological planet for this particular day is Uranus making you determined and persevering along
with a cautious secretive streak. If you have this birthday your abundance of energy and drive makes you
rather decisive but also a bit of a restless rebel who can be impatient and stubborn. Independent and dignified
you are likely to be highly organized, hard working and focused. Your naturally kind and thoughtful
temperament is inclined to be especially fond of knowledge and justice in addition to usually possessing a
quick spontaneous sense of humor. Individuals with a November the thirteenth birthday are sharply intuitive
yet prone to be a bit critical and while loyal they can be a tad untrusting too. Instinctive and fairly emotional
you will usually possess a natural inquisitiveness and a clever artistic flair. November 13th Work and Finances
A flexible following of fate or circumstance may sometimes provide some direction towards a suitable job to a
person born on the thirteenth of November. Your independence, creativity and patience allow you the ability
to adapt quickly to any new occupation. Your caring practical side can often encourage you into a career based
on care, research or social work. You are ordinarily careful with money matters and tend to think far ahead
when planning future financial decisions. A usual inclination to save avidly and make sensible well timed
investments, particularly concerning property purchase or sale, could bring you lots of luck financially.
November 13th Personal Relationships For a Scorpio, the person born on the thirteenth day of November is
typically a real romantic who places lots of importance and insistence on openness and fidelity. However you
can be insecurer about your appearance, despite dressing well and looking after yourself and are commonly
not be as showy or stylish as many other Scorpions. You are unlikely to love half-heartedly but you may
sometimes become besotted and put a partner on an unrealistic pedestal. If things are going wrong in a
relationship you have a tendency to easily become overly domineering, jealous and possessive. You seem to
need plenty of personal freedom in order to keep cheerful and flirty in and out of the bedroom therefore you
need a special someone to help you slow down and relax once in a while. With your somewhat tender
emotions you can surprisingly be attracted to a soul mate who is very different from you. November 13th
Health Excess nervous energy can soon wear down the normal healthiness experienced by those born on
November 13th. You appear to have good control over your physical and mental needs in a quest to stay
healthy and hopefully live a long time. Getting too stressed can weaken your admirable intentions. Your
predilections for light exercise and a varied diet are beneficial habits that along with adequate relaxation are
the key to maintaining your vitality. People born on this day may need to learn to cope effectively with
irritability and anger to retain a constant calm state of mind. Yoga, Martial Arts or meditation are often
appealing relaxation techniques. November 13th Strengths and Weaknesses Your main strengths of character
are best noticed within your usual truthfulness, decisiveness and caution. These positive traits and your
curiousness and knowledgeable intellect help you closely follow your instincts and be adventurous yet careful
in everything you do. The personality weaknesses for those born on November 13th are linked to your touch
of rebelliousness and pronenesses for criticism and stubbornness. In response to negative vibes or a feeling of
being manipulated your behavior is likely to become agitated and meddling. If a situations does not improve
your annoyance levels have a tendency to rise and tantrums may begin. November 13th Dreams and Goals
Being born on the 13th of November graces you with an array of useful talents in addition to heaps of
versatility and perseverance. These are perfect attributes for motivation and maximum achievement. You will
strive to achieve your full potential in anything you attempt but it is rare for a goal to be reached if you are
unable to do it all your own way. Dreams can be funny, sexy or venturesome depending what is currently on
your mind. November 13th Birthday Luck and Significance As you were born on the thirteenth day of the
month the one and three in your birth date generates a Root number of Four. In Tarot the 13th card featuring
Death is associated with your birthday, no need to worry this simply signifies your impulses of free will and
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the controlled care of your health you take. The luckiest gemstone for November the thirteenth birthdays is
thought to be Topaz, wear it for enhancing wishes and for the chance of attracting love and prosperity.
November 13th Horoscope Summation All Scorpio personalities are imagined to be primarily influenced
astrologically by the power of the planet Pluto. Your wisdom and capacity to wait patiently are two of your
finest fortes giving you refinement, understanding and steadiness. Your honorable just disposition and
thoughtfulness stand you in good sted throughout life. If you can try and respond differently to negativity or
the attempted manipulation of your kindness your angry side should rarely be shown. A final thought for
people born on November the 13th is to consider listening at a deeper level or you may miss opportunities to
increase your overall sagacity.
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It holds the fourth position of the zodiac, on the Chinese calendar. People born on the years , , , , , , and are all
Rabbits. Kind and very friendly they are definitely the lot who will never be avoided. Good company is
always a pleasure to have and will always be looked upon. They know how to carry themselves and will
always demonstrate the best manner possible. The zodiac which is most luxurious and a lover of beauty; they
will be seen keeping themselves and their surroundings prim and proper. Looking at themselves in the mirror
and possessing a good wardrobe is what they like. A sense of good taste prevails in a Rabbit. Since they are
sensitive and love beautiful things they have a tendency to collect interesting objects. They avoid arguments
and like to have a peaceful atmosphere wherever they go. They are compassionate and love to help others.
Very sensitive by nature they do care for the feelings of others. They enjoy the company of others and like to
stay surrounded by others. Cautious and calculative they will always study the situation before they can start
taking decisions. Fond of a normal and average life they never are very aggressive. Feng Shui Tips They
generally do well with their occupation. The placidity in their nature makes them avoid controversy and
competitions are generally avoided. More everyday activity will help them to keep healthy and if they tend to
keep any sort of unpleasantness bottled up that can lead to ill health. Careers which have an artistic bend of
mind suit them the most. Actor, interior designer, public relations, teacher, writer and publisher are best suited
to a Rabbit zodiac. The Rabbits are the happiest of the zodiac so they make others feel very positive.
Diplomacy, politics and law raises the inquisitiveness of a Rabbit but yet he looks for tranquillity and a
perfectly happy pleasant life is what he craves. Elegant and the stylish Rabbit are very intelligent and think
before they act. The motto and the goal of a Rabbit are to have a very luxurious and comfortable life and no
amount of disturbance in their surroundings can disturb them. They avoid all troublesome and inquisitive
people who will cause any sort of disturbance. Some interesting facts about Rabbit are that the direction that is
most favorable to the Rabbit is the East. For the Rabbit the color which is most lucky is light green. April is a
lucky month for a Rabbit. The Tiger, Rat and Snake should be avoided. The Pig, Dragon, Sheep and Monkey
are the zodiac that they will get along with them always. With a Pig zodiac sign is most compatible with the
Rabbit.
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But newspaper and magazine horoscopes? They get even less respect, from both skeptics and true believers.
The first real newspaper horoscope column is widely credited to R. Naylor, a prominent British astrologer of
the first half of the 20th century. Astrology posits that the natural world and we human beings in it are affected
by the movements of the sun, moon and stars through the heavens, and that who we are is shaped by the exact
position of these celestial bodies at the time of our birth. A natal star chart, therefore, presents the sky on the
date and exact time of birth, from which the astrologer extrapolates character traits and predictions. Following
the interest the public showed in the Princess Margaret horoscope, the paper decided to run several more
forecasts from Naylor. Suddenly, a lot more people were paying attention to the star column. The column
offered advice to people whose birthdays fell that the week, but within a few years, Naylor or a clever editor
determined that he needed to come up with something that could apply to larger volumes of readers. Cainer
also noted that there are few places in newspapers and, to some extent magazines, that address the reader
directly: Whether those features are the spoonful of sugar to help the hard news medicine go down or whether
people just pick up the paper for the horoscope makes little difference to the bottom line. So as to why
newspapers run horoscopes, the answer is simple: A National Science Foundation survey from found that just
12 percent of Americans read their horoscope every day or often, while 32 percent read them occasionally.
More recently, the American Federation of Astrologers put the number of Americans who read their
horoscope every day as high as 70 million, about 23 percent of the population. Astrologers, meanwhile, were
far more sanguine â€” your sign is still your sign, they counseled; some, Cainer included, sighed that the
wobble story was just another salvo in the fiercely pitched battle between astronomers and astrologers. At the
same time, a significant portion of the population believe in the underpinnings of newspapers horoscopes.
Respect for astrology itself may be on the rise: People who read their horoscopes also pay attention to what
they say. More recent research, published in the October issue of the Journal of Consumer Research, found
that people who read a negative horoscope were more likely to indulge in impulsive or self-indulgent behavior
soon after. Why are people willing to re-order their love lives, buy a lottery ticket, or a take a new job based
on the advice of someone who knows nothing more about them than their birthdate? One reason we can rule
out is scientific validity. Of all the empirical tests that have been done on astrology, in all fields, says Dr. For
example, in a study published in the journal Nature, Dr. A study out in , conducted by former astrologer Dr.
Geoffrey Dean and psychologist Dr. Ivan Kelly, tracked the lives of 2, subjects who were all born within
minutes of one another over several decades. The theory was that if astrological claims about star position and
birthdates were true, then the individuals would have shared similar traits; they did not. Astrologers are,
unsurprisingly, not impressed by scientific efforts to prove or disprove astrology, claiming that scientists are
going about it all wrong â€” astrology is not empirical in the way that, say, physics is: Forer gave his students
a personality test, followed by a description of their personality that was supposedly based on the results of the
test. In reality, there was only ever one description, cobbled together from newspaper horoscopes, and
everyone received the same one. Part of what was happening was that the descriptions were positive enough,
without being unbelievably positive: You have a great deal of unused capacity which you have not turned to
your advantage. While you have some personality weaknesses, you are generally able to compensate for them.
At times you have serious doubts as to whether you have made the right decision or done the right thing. At
times you are extroverted, affable, sociable, while at other times you are introverted, wary, reserved. Even
horoscope writers admit that some of their success rests in not saying too much. You develop the art of being
vague. French, the Goldsmith psychologist, notes that people who read horoscopes are often invested in
making their horoscope right for them. On the one hand, the straightforward answer is that, according to a host
of scientific studies, astrology does not work. That observation tallies with what other psychologists say:
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Margaret Hamilton, a psychologist at the University of Wisconsin who found that people are more likely to
believe favorable horoscopes , noted that people who are believers in astrology also tend to be more anxious or
neurotic. Newspaper horoscopes, she said, offer a bit of comfort, a sort of seeing through the veil on a casual
level. We have a very, very strong predisposition to notice regularities in nature and the world, to the extent
that we see more than there are. There are good evolutionary reasons for this, in short a false positive is less
risky than failure to observe a truth. Astra inclinant non necessitant. It all depends on whom you ask and, of
course, on the appropriateness of the advice being given. It is also an insult to the science of psychology and
the richness of human personality. After the BBC fielded a bunch of complaints, Cox offered a statement ,
which the broadcaster probably wisely chose not to release: I should have said that this new age drivel is
undermining the very fabric of our civilization. And people hate doing nothing. She covers the weird stuff for
Smithsonian.
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The element air describes these traits of an Aquarius quite clearly. Aquarius is mainly about the mind and flow
of ideas. Along with that, Aquarians are humanitarians at heart and love to stick to originality. The Super Full
moon in Aquarius on the 10 of August can be seen as a great change in the lives of all of us. Astroyogi
astrologers predict this period will bring out newness in you. During this Full Moon in Aquarius transit, we
travel the path of change and are constantly working in order to think out of the box. We are bold and
outgoing. The Aquarius Moon supports the feisty energy to be ourselves and not adhere to any stereotypical
thinking, rules and regulations at this time. In Astrology, the freedom loving and independent Aquarius energy
finds peace in originality yet, at this time it feels the need to discover new ideas and changes. Full Moon in
Aquarius further brings the need to socialize. Your friends will be exposed to a different person in you in this
period. You will feel more connected and will be able to communicate your ideas and thoughts strongly
between crowds. Most of you will witness effective social networking in this time and your friends will be
attracted towards you like a magnetic force is pulling them. The display of innovative, creative and inventive
ideas makes positive impact on your peer groups. You can expect popularity and recognition coming your way
during the time. And this is true especially for Aquarius and its opposite sign Leo. The Full moon in Aquarius
will also bring out humanitarian causes to the forefront. Active participation in social events and causes will
top your priority list. Your will to contribute in the well-being of people and to a larger scale, the world, will
help you connect to others in a way which will be stronger than ever. You will also find yourself strongly
connected to various events and causes at this time. This change will make you feel good about yourself and
your surroundings. The social acceptance will bring high levels of confidence in you and you will feel that
these courses of events are exactly what were meant to be. A sense of completion takes over your heart and
mind. Occurrence of Full Moon represents the start of a time of blooming, fulfillments and fruitions. On the
deeper end, Full Moon in Aquarius can lead to life changing events. Events that will have a long term effect
on your life are seen. Big decisions, serious commitments, engagements and even weddings might take place.
These events will show impact, not just on the present period but also on years to come. This cosmic
upgradation brings out the rebel in you. You want to break all boundaries and set yourself free. This time will
be like a wakeup call of the cosmic energies. The Full Moon in Aquarius sets out good vibes to create
positivity all around. Welcome this change with an open mind and heart to experience the best of it. Last but
not the least, an analysis of this powerful Super Moon, Full Moon transit in Aquarius is incomplete without
the sensual delights you can look forward to during this period. Physical pleasure will rule your thoughts and
sexual experimentation will come easy to you now. The spirit of freedom will surely create some wonderful
memories and delight you in days to come. On this day, dedicated to Lord Vishnu, the Amla tree or plant is
worshipped Read more Chhath Puja Ritual Read more 5 Best Habits for People born between October 23 and
November 21, under the Scorpio zodiac sign are brilliant, perceptive, and hard working. Scorpios are also
considered as the sexies Read more Tarot Reading for Read on to find out what is in store for your sign this
month. For the uninitiated, there are four Court Car
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As Mercury turns retrograde in your fifth house, new creative ways of expression should be You need a bit
more time to process things and see them falling into place, before you turn to solid belief that everything will
be alright in the Continue to Leo Monthly Horoscope Leo Love and Sex This Fire sign is passionate and
sincere and its representatives show their feelings with ease and clarity. When in love, they are fun, loyal,
respectful and very generous towards their loved one. They will take the role of a leader in any relationship,
and strongly rely on their need for independency and initiative. Each Leo needs a partner who is self-aware,
reasonable and on the same intellectual level as them. Sex life of each Leo is an adventure, fun and very
energetic. This is someone who has a clear understanding of boundaries between sex and love, but might fail
to see how important intimacy and emotional connection is to the quality of their sex life. Every Leo needs a
partner to fight through their awareness and reach their sensitive, subconscious core, in order to find true
satisfaction in a meaningful relationship. Create a match below to find out more, how Leo matches with other
signs: Born with a need to help others, they will do so even if it takes a lot time and energy. Strong and
reliable, this individual has the ability to appeal to almost everyone and has the energy to host celebrations and
different events with people that bring out the best in them. They are rarely alone, for interactions with others
give them the sense of self-esteem and awareness they need, but could have trouble finding friends able to
keep pace and follow the high energy they carry everywhere they go. Turned to themselves for the most part,
they tend to become independent as soon as possible. Still, a Leo will do anything to protect their loved ones,
proud of their ancestry and roots in good and bad times. Leo Career and Money Leos are highly energetic and
tend to always be busy, no matter the need for their employment. They are ambitious, creative and optimistic
and once they dedicate to their work, they will do everything just right. The best possible situation they can
find themselves in is to be their own bosses or manage others with as little control from their superiors as
possible. Jobs that allow open expression of artistic talent, such as acting and entertainment, are ideal for a
Leo. Management, education and politics are also a good fit, as well as anything that puts them in a leadership
position which naturally suits them. Leos love to be surrounded by modern and trendy things, and although
money comes easy to them, they spend it less responsibly than some other signs of the zodiac. Extremely
generous, they could provide many friends with financial help, supporting them through bad times. How to
Attract the Leo Man A Leo man wants to be treated like a king in their intimate relationship and this is not
their narcissistic characteristic, but a true inner need that all people with deep self-respect have to feel. Plans
with him are always big and dramatic, and showering with admiration, devotion and attention come really
natural both ways. This is a man who gives many gifts when they are in love, often expensive and posing as a
statement of his effort. Any partner that wants to stay with him has to prove that they are worthy of royal
treatment and ready to give enough of it back. A Leo man will love compliments, and although he appears
confident, he needs a lot of praise to start feeling safe around their loved one too. He is known to easily take
the roll of an eternal bachelor, always on the hunt and celebrating love and life. He will put himself in the
center of attention, and his partner could compete with a number of admirers, but their relationship is not in
danger for as long as he is adored the way he loves to be. When treated right, he will stick around forever.
How to Attract the Leo Woman Leo women are very warm-hearted and driven by the desire to be loved and
admired, and as all people born under the Leo zodiac sign, love to be in the limelight. To seduce her, one has
to treat her well, respect her, compliment her and see her fit to live a luxurious lifestyle she deserves. Dating a
Leo woman requires acceptance of her flaws and admiration for her qualities. A woman born under the Sun
sign of Leo will always enjoy a visit to a theater, an art museum or a fancy restaurant. She wants to be
showered with flowers and gifts, but as grandiose displays of affection rather than an expensive routine of her
partner. She can be a bit domineering and needs to stay in control of her own life. If her partner holds her as
valued and queen-like as she is, there is infinite warmth, care, and attention in her heart to respond.
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This comment form is under antispam protection newest oldest most voted Eliz You can flag a comment by
clicking its flag icon. Website admin will know that you reported it. Admins may or may not choose to
remove the comment or block the author. I thought of Nebuchadnezzar and wrote it down phonetically
Nebakennezer? Babylonian ruler of lore. Also, dreams as omens. I came here because I was incredibly fed up
with my astrology feed and what felt like eclipse clickbait. Every year since the beginning of the earth. The
thing about the powers that be is they know a good show. Sites that run ads are not just posting pics with links
you can click thru for more info, they include code to collect data and follow you around the place. This
eclipse is opposing my Lilith Pluto is sitting on it. Thank you so much Mystic Strange that you mentioned
Sekhmet, had a dream about my dad and Sekhmet last year and have been musing on her since. Sadly and
feline related my gorgeous gemini moggy got eclipsed out of my life yesterday by a car. Definitely feels like a
time of omens, that really resonates â€” keeping eyes open and noting but not acting right now. So sorry to
hear of the loss of your sweet friend. Dreams are weirding me out. Truth is bubbling to the surface via dream
messengers. All good stuff in the end but, wow, cathartic. Not getting enough sleep but, wow, definitely
getting some good Source Data to help with the leveling up. Foreign side of town house and animal sitting for
a week and several days in. Walking to the garage to get in my car this morning I was struck with a deja vu.
This exact moment was a repeat. The recollection was incredibly strong and clear but also brief. It was like
being struck by lightning again without the zap and jarring, just clarity and then back in the now. I am
reflecting on how much this happens to me. Three days ago Saturday I was going to buy a present for my
mum Kataka Sun and Leo Moon, turning 73 tomorrow and while driving there I got struck by a memory: Very
expensive, voluptuous but most of all I liked it so much I finished the whole bottle. Perfume should be
beautiful and transporting, and delicious for the soul. I love your tale, honestly and well told. That is the
essence of perfume, the creation and remembrance of a full narrative. Pluto is transiting your 5th, right? I feel
really happy for you! Perfume is a magic all its own. The Doctrine of Correspondences mean that every plant,
every musical note, every planet, star, atom, molecule all have amazing synergies â€” the olfactory nerve is
the only nerve outside the body and that goes straight into the brain. Omen matrix definitely activated. Today
my love and I took his dogs to the magical woods near his place. We turned a corner, and clear and still in the
overcast light was a large owl. It was perched in the very lowest branch of a tree, facing us. When it flew
away, it was silent and majestic. I had never seen one in person before. He even said, that felt like an omen.
First time seeing an owl! Have loved them since a young girl. Seen a few but it IS rare. Lucky both of you!
They do keep still when they see dogs, and it is amazing the sensitive dogs have no clue. Thank you
milleunanotte, I feel it!
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